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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING

Recommendations for AACR II
The- CEAL Subcc«nittee on Technical Processing (CEAL/STP) completed its re
view of the draft of the second.edit ion of the Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules (AACR) in May this year and sent its recommendations concerning the
new code to the ALA RTSD Catalog Code Revision Committee prior to the sched
uled deadlines of May 13 and May 20. The highlights of the recommendations
on AACR II, which has now 19 chapters (chapters 1-13 and 21-26; chapter num
bers 14-20 have not been used) are as follows:
Chapter 1:

General

1. Propose the addition of Rule 1.1E5 to provide example of punctuation for
other title information:
1.1E5 If the other title information is an indication of the traditional
division of volumes (chttan) or of inclusion of additional materials or
volumes, as is often the case with the modern editions or reprints of
Chinese classics, record it as such and use the punctuation snown below:
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2. Add example under Rule 1.1F7 to show the use of the equivalent of "et al."
in nonroman scripts:

3. Add example under Rule 1.4D4 to show the abbreviated or shortened form of
a publisher which already appears in. the title or the statement of responsi
bility area:
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4. Add example under Rule 1.6G1 to show punctuation pattern of the more com
plicated subdivisions of nembering in East Asian series:
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5. Propose the addition of the following statement and example under 1.7A3
to stress importance of Chinese characters in notes:
When giving Chinese, Japanese, or Korean names or titles in notes, use
the form in the original scripts for accurate identification:
A reprint chiefly from a work entitled -*T
f/f)
ji
compiled by
%
and published in 1966-72 by jifil
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Chapter 2:

Printed Monographs

6. Propose revision of Rule 2.5B12 and the addition of examples to restore
the use of the term "double leaves": (AACR II does not have provisions for
the term "double leaves")
2.5B12 If numbered
ditional Chinese or
leaves according to
the total number of

pages or leaves are printed on a double leaf, tra
Japanese style, record them as pages or double
their numbering. If they are unnumbered, ascertain
double leaves and give the number in brackets:

18 double leaves
(18] double leaves
36 p. (on double leaves)
7.

Propose revision of Rule 2.5B18 with example:
2.5B18 If the numbet of bibliographic volumes differs from the number
of physical volumes, record both and give the bibliographic volumes first:
8 v. in 5.

8. Add examples under Rule 2.17E to cover types of printing for early printed
monographs in East Asia:
Block print
Rubbings

Chapter 22:

Headings for Persons

9. Propose the addition of statements in the middle of Rule 22.5C5 for com
pound names of Chinese married women with examples:
22.5C5 Other compound surnames. Married women. Enter under the first
element of the compound surname (made up of a maiden name and the hus
band's surname) if the woman's language is Czech, French, Hungarian,
Italian, or Spanish. In the case of a Chinese compound name for a married
woman, enter under the first element of the compqund surname (made up of
the husbind's surname and the maiden name). In all other cases, enter
under the husband's surname...
Huang Shen, I-yiin
x Shen, I-yu*n
Wang Ma, Hsi-ch'un
x Ma, Hsi-ch'un

Chapter 23:
10.

Geographical Names

Add example under Rule 23.2A (Use English form of the name of a place if
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there is one in general use...):
Peking
not Pei-ching or Pei-p'ing
11.

Propose the addition of Rule 23.4J with examples:
23.4J If two or more governments lay claim of jurisdiction over one
place (as a place in international dispute), use separate headings for
the place according to the names given officially by the respective
governments and add the names of the countries in parentheses after the
names of the place to distinguish them. Use "see also" references to
connect the various names of the place:
Senkaku Islands (Japan)
sa Tiao'yti-t'ai (China)
Tiao-y<J-t'ai (China)
sa Senkaku Islands (Japan)

12. Add example under Rule 23.5A (Inclusion of the term indicating the type
of jurisdiction in a geographical name):
Huai-yang hsien (China)

Chapter 24:

Headings for Corporate Bodies

13. Add example under Rule 24.5C1 (Adjectival terms indicating incorporation
which have to be included in a corporate body in exceptional cases):
Chao shang chii lun ch'uan ku fen yu hsian kung ssu
14.

Propose revision of Rule 24.5C3 and adding of more examples:
24.5C3 Omit an initial word or phrase in an Oriental language indicating
the private character of a corporate body (e.g., "Shiritsu", "Ssu l i " ) ,
unless the word or phrase is an integral part of the name:
Tan-chiang Ying yu* chuan k'o hstieh hsiao
not Sso li Tan-chiang Ying yu* chuan k'o hstieh hsiao
but
Shiritsu Daigaku Toshokan Kyokai

15. Add example under Rule 24.6C (If the type of jurisdiction does not pro
vide a satisfactory distinction, add an appropriate word or phrase):
China (Republic of China)
16. Add example under Rule 24.13 (When the name of a corporate body includes
the entire name of the higher or related body, enter it as « subheading of the
-30-

higher body):
American Legion. Auxiliary
Name: American Legion Auxiliary
Kuang-hsi ta hsiieh. Li lun hsieh tso chuan yeh. 72 chi kung nung ping
hsiieh yuan.
Name: Kuang-hsi ta hsiieh li lun hsieh tso chuan yeh ch'i erh chi kung
nung ping hsiieh yuan.
Tokyo Daigaku. Indo Shokubutsu Chosatai.
Name: Tokyo Daigaku Indo Shokubutsu Chosatai.

Chapter 25:
17.

Uniform Titles

Propose revision of Rule 25.2C with examples:
25.2C Romanization. If the title selected as the uniform title is in
a language written in a nonroman script, romanize it according to the
table adopted by the cataloging agency for that language (see also 25.4C),
enclose it in square brackets, and place it before the romanized title of
the item, which is enclosed in parentheses, preceding the title in the
nonroman script. When a uniform title is used as a heading, the romanized
title of the item in parentheses follows immediately under the heading:
Hsiao-hsiao-sheng
[Chin P'ing Mei tz'u hua]
(Chin P'ing Mei ts'ung k'o)

£~

jfr £

...1974?

Kojiki
(Kojiki) £ ^ |
... 1972.
(Note: Based on its survey in the past, CEAL/STP has serious reservations on
the extensive use of uniform titles. Our feeling about this matter is re
flected in a general statement on uniform titles which CEAL/STP sent to the
ALA RTSD Catalog Code Revision Committee together with our recommendations.
The following is the full text of that statement).
6

General Comments on Uniform Titles
1. The idea of uniform titles today remains the lofty ideal of a few cata
loging code designers, and its practicality has never really been tested. For
instance, not many of the thousands of libraries in North America are using
uniform titles. The few which do use them are using them very sparingly on a
very limited scale. The only exception to this is the Library of Congress (LC)
which has, without justifiable reasons and in a very confusing manner1, imposed
the extensive use of uniform titles on its nonroman catalog cards, of which
East Asian (Chinese, Japanese, and Korean) catalog cards are a majority (more
about this in 2 next). An investigation into the practicality, feasibility,
general acceptance, and impact of uniform titles is long overdue. Until this
-31-

is done, we do not think we should include the rules of uniform title in
our code book in any formal manner. For the revised AACR, it seems the
most we should do is to mention them in the code as optional or alterna
tive rules.
2. I think it is relevant to mention LC's practice when talking about uni
form titles in general, because nowadays, with the expansion of LC's role,
responsibility, and influence, any time you are talking about cataloging at
LC, you are talking about cataloging in North America. The unfavorable
reactions of East Asian catalogers regarding uniform titles have been caused
largely by the double standards adopted by LC in practicing the rules of uni
form titles. The current LC practice is to place a great variety of uniform
titles on East Asian catalog cards, but not on its printed cards for Western
language materials. (A device known as "corner mark" is being used to record
for internal use the limited amount of uniform titles ever needed on Western
language catalog cards.) The LC double standards have caused confusion to both
library staff and users of larger research libraries which collect materials
in all languages, use LC printed cards, and at the same -time wish to maintain
for their own a consistency in their cataloging technique and procedures.
3. Uniform titles, particularly the type of collective titles such as "works,"
"selections," "speeches," etc., have generally been considered incompatible
or confusing when being added on catalog cards for nonroman materials and mixed
with the romanizations and vernacular scripts. It seems better if such English
collective titles are confined to catalog cards for roman language materials.
4. For nonroman catalog cards, the use of a uniform title, according to LC
practice, means the returning of the romanized title-page title from the hardearned prominent position of right under the heading to the former lower
right hand corner — a regrettable regress to all concerned. If uniform title
is ever really needed on a nonroman catalog card, the position of the romanized
title-page title under the heading and preceding the vernacular title should
remain unchanged, with the uniform title being added or inserted between the
heading and the romanized title-page title.
These are the reasons why in a survey conducted by our Subcommittee in 197b,
82.4 percent of the East Asian libraries contacted (a total of 32 libraries)
were against uniform titles on East Asian catalog cards as printed by LC, while
almost 100 percent of the respondents were against the use of collective titles
as uniform titles for vernacular materials.
2

Notes:
1. Uniform titles were first introduced on nonrOman catalog cards when people
were talking about and initiating the move of the romanized title-page
title from the much criticized, inconvenient position at the lower right
hand bottom to a prominent position right under the heading in paren-theses.
At the time many, including some at LC, were not making a clear distinction
between the romanized title-page title in parentheses and the romanized
uniform title in brackets when deciding whether they would like uniform
titles on nonroman catalog cards. (For a full story on this, see CEAL
-32-

(Committee on East Asian Libraries, AAS) Newsletter, No. 47 (July 1975),
pp. 7-11.)
For the result of this survey, see same source given in 1.
(Thomas H. Lee for the CEAL Subcommittee
on Technical Processing)

